MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Lost Mother

AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF MYSTERY
MODULE ELEVEN : THE MOTHER OF INITIATION

Lost Mother
THE MOTHER OF MYSTERY

INTRODUCTION
Lost Mother is with you whenever you pass through a transition, shed an
ego or soul skin or when someone or something you have loved, hoped for
or dreamed of is taken away.
Lost Mother is the great initiation of embodied life. She is the interior
landscape that arises every time our ego dissolves and we return to love.
Her rites of passage can be terrifying, but her compassion and love are not.
Instead, it is limitless. She is exacting and precise, and her assigned tasks
will be done. Either with surrender or struggle, the choice is always yours.
Lost Mother is both the Dark and the Light Feminine combined. Within
her terrain, you will be immersed in the great human experiences of Loss
and Grief, The River of Not Knowing and the River of Deeply Feeling.
She is the union of inner and outer, real and illusionary, love and fear, and
she holds the Truth of Mystery at her core.
Lost Mother’s terrain must be crossed before our soul awakening is
complete, our inner journey ends, and we arrive home. Her terrain is the
most sacred of feminine initiations because it is through her that you will
touch the holy ground of Mystery.
With Lost Mother, we arrive at the remarkable human capacity to embrace
the unknown. To draw your greatest strength from total trust in love, your
own Divinity, and your soul’s capacity for Faith in your spiritual path and
the grace of not needing to know. Her invitation is yours to accept, and it
must be travelled alone.
This path leaves you directly into your sovereign spirituality and the
Universal Wisdom of your

Embodied Gnosis
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She who holds your
wholeness
AWAKENING WISDOM
Leaving the voluptuous and expansive inner land of Creation Mother, we now find that we
have arrived at the edge of our known world. If we have done the work - and for some, just
showing up to awaken IS doing the work - our victim or small me stories don’t fit anymore.
They hang around our new self like three sizes too big jeans. Suddenly we realise we don’t
know who we are anymore. Somehow, we have been stretched to hold and dissolve our once
tight self-concepts, and now these known edges are floppy with emptiness and release.
In this space, we can feel challenged, naked, vulnerable or raw. We have no idea how to be
present with our new capacity for intimacy and soul integrity. It’s hard enough to integrate our
changes or even know who on earth we are. Our Ego is rattling, its hold on our territory of love
is disappearing, and we have returned yet another piece of our persona into the realm of the
soul.
We are unbound. We feel Lost. We have become unknown …
And this is precisely where we are supposed to be. If you are feeling lost, you have arrived at
the edge of the Great Initiation. Your Sacred Rite into feminine self-mastery has begun. You
have arrived at the shore of Mystery.
In MotherQuest, Mystery lies beyond the edge that divides who you know yourself to be and
who you intrinsically are. In Mystery, you will find your becoming, your purpose and your
destiny; because it is Mystery that holds the vast unfathomable force of potentiality. It is
Mystery who leads us to the sacred. It is in Mystery that you will find your wholeness.
Welcome to your inner matrix of Lost Mother, the Wisdom Mandala that holds perhaps the
most life-changing rites of passage of all the mothers of MotherQuest.
She holds the twin initiations of diving into the River of Not Knowing and the River of Deeply
Feeling. Your internal baptisms of loss and grief. She will take from you every scrap of denial,
every ounce of attachment to any form of external security or reassurance; she will strip you
naked if she has to, to dive with you to the depth of who you truly are.
If you don’t dive with her, she will burn you until all is taken and only Light remains. So the
choice is always yours. Lost Mother’s invitation -- to surrender to whom you have known
yourself to be, initiate yourself into your wholeness, and arrive on the solid ground of Mystery.
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THE RIVER OF NO LONGER KNOWING
To embark on this journey of initiation, you must first lose yourself to know yourself. This
might happen against your will or without your choosing. It could also happen because
the things or people you were attached to and gave you identity have disappeared. The
Path of No Longer Knowing is the sacred path of loss.
When this happens, Lost Mother is with you. She encourages you to throw away the
control map, to let go of your notions of how things are meant to be and surrender your
beliefs and notions of what should be to her. Her mighty waters will take you deep into the
inner caverns of the unknown, where your expectations will be pummelled, your ego
battered, and your hopes scraped down to their essential nature.
The rapids of her waters are fast and perilous as much as they are slow and sludgy. She will
take from you your proud boat, your fine robes and your carefully laid out plans. Her river
has one purpose – to remove from you what needs to be taken so that you can be washed
deeply into another way of being.
Losing, being lost and loss all serve a Divine and sacred purpose. They plunge you into The
Waters of Unknowing while simultaneously reconsecrating your conscious self into the
blueprint of your soul Divine. Loss is a baptism into your river of meaning-making. It is an
extension of the teachings of Death Mother's impermanence and the maturity of her twin,
Peace Mother's deep undoing. Lost Mother's river of No Longer Knowing delivers you onto
the shores of your inner consecrated values. It is onto the holy ground of Mystery that you
eventually arrive.
Mystery is the most sacred of feminine places. In Her, no-thing and all-things, are.
To arrive in Mystery, you will have to live all the sacred teachings and previously explored
aspects of Mother Wisdom within you. Belonging, loving-kindness, presence,
impermanence, a commitment to peace, intuitive knowing, no self, discipline, the practice
of joy, surrender, fierce compassion, and the commitment to birth yourself in union with
the Divine at all times.
For it is Mystery that you embody your Gnosis. Your place of direct revelation and
understanding of God.
Mystery requires you to make your home in the hallowed ground of your most authentic
self and rebinds your consciousness to know the peace of letting go and accepting what is.
Contrary to what your mind and ego would have you believe, Mystery is the solid ground of
the inner land of the Divine Mother and Father God within you. It is faith embodied and
the most permanent place you can rest.
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THE RIVER OF DEEPLY FEELING
Perhaps at the same time, perhaps a little later, or even before you travelled the river of
Loss, somewhere over your MotherQuest, you will be joined by the great sacred river of
grief. Like her twin Peace Mother’s waters awakened us to our pain and purpose, Lost
Mother’s Grief awakens us to the intensity of our deepest and often most painful feelings.
Yet, it forces us to love like grown-ups.
It forces us to be present with the heartbreaking impermanence of sentient life while
choosing to keep on loving. Grief only exists because of great love. So, lost Mother’s arrival
herald’s the time to release your feelings fully and then forge them into meaning.
If you allow her full initiation, Lost Mother will return you through grief, release, faith and
healing to a profoundly changed and authentic way of being. To arrive at this equanimous
place is arduous. You will be required to work sacredly in ways you perhaps have never
worked before. This initiation is the most arduous task for your ego, and perhaps the most
terrifying of all.
Grief is your body’s natural reaction to the shock and pain of loss.
We can have grief over a cut on once unmarred skin as much as we will experience grief
over the severing of a long-term relationship, the ending of a dream or a lifestyle, or the
death of a loved one.
As mothers, we all know grief; it comes with our territory. We are familiar with the losses of
our identity, the loss of youthful vitality and our upright boobs, the sacrifices of our dreams,
the loss of hope, the loss of potential, and usually, by now, the loss of someone precious,
our Grandparents, perhaps sadly our parents, or heartbreakingly our partners, children or
babies.
When grief and loss arrive in our lives, the waves of emotions are often turbulent,
frightening and relentless. We don’t ask them in, yet uninvited, they come. Straight to the
centre of our lives, and take up camp like badly washed houseguests. They demand our
attention.
Loss and grief force us into change and induct us into new lives that are not of our
choosing. They don’t care about what we are doing or are expected to do. Grief doesn’t
care if we have made other plans. Instead, both require surrender. Grief comes with its
own waves and weather patterns. The challenge of grief is in accepting that it is here.
Resistance is normal but ultimately futile because the waters of grief, like all waters, have a
need to flow. Loss happens, and like grief and love - it just is. They are the initiations we
never asked for, even though they are an intrinsic part of being human.
This is the last great journey of MotherQuest.
One that all will eventually travel through and one all of us are required to travel alone.
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LOST MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

HONOURING YOUR LOSSES
Lost Mother awakens after our private and public losses and unleashes the wholeness of
our grief. She has come to help us make a place for these two allies on our Mother Quest
and help us recognise that these two, Grief and Loss, are part of the landscape of human
life.
Loss is an inevitable part of being human. All that is of this world is impermanent.
Grief is our embodied response to loss. Grief is the older sister to Love; it is the adult
version of loving because Grief shows us how to love without attachment; it makes us face
that this life is all we've got. Grief shows us how to be in the love that is right now. Grief
also shows us how to give a type of love that calls us deeply into passion and purpose. A
love that makes us know that our values are sound and rooted in what makes our life full
of meaning. Grief initiates us into our embodied humanity, creating space to feel and
acknowledge both opens our most profound capacities to feel.
Awakening Lost Mother’s task is to acknowledge your life's losses and make a place for
them in your heart. Your reality may be that you lost your mother many years before you
were ready. Maybe it was death, divorce, drugs or illness that took her or her mothering
away from you. Maybe you lost through wasted time, tragic circumstances or betrayal.
Perhaps your tender heart holds the terrible loss of your lover, your much hoped-for baby
or a precious creative or fur child. Maybe you have other losses, losses of identity, losses of
self, losses of land, losses of love and familiarity.
Lost Mother has come to you now and will stay with you, bringing her warmth and infinite
compassion. It is Lost Mother who has come to catch your tears. She is here to stay until, if
ever, there is a time that you can reclaim and re-know your wholeness.
Through releasing the brokenness of our clutching of attachment, you will find wholeness,
and in Mystery, you will find the eternal sacred heart of your soul becoming.

“You were never broken in the eyes of God”
- ACIM
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SACRED QUEST

1

Quest One
Honouring your losses
YOUR QUEST TASK
Acknowledge the losses in your life and to make a place for them in your heart

Once, you had a best friend, and when she left you, your heart ached, but you didn't
know how to swim through those feelings without drowning, so you stayed by the
edge of the river, never diving in—but never getting beyond it. So the river has
followed you just below the surface, for years.
Maybe it wasn't your friend, but the body you wanted, the love you craved, the love
you had and ended, the great goal that never happened, the baby you never had.
The river of sadness that follows you trapped between heartbreak and dreams.

QUEST 1

Today it is time to honour your losses.
Acknowledge how many rivers of tears you carry in your heart. Today is not the time
to dive into grief if you don't want to. Instead, it is time to honour the losses you
have been initiated through. Honour these life grades like scars etched on your
most tender parts. Make room for the reality of what you have lived through and for
each one, give your soul a gold star. Honour your scars like emblems of honour and
make room for the ones you have lost in the sacred chambers of your soul-filled
heart. There is always room to honour what you are already carrying.
,

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
THE LOSSES I HAVE LIVE THROUGH
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SURRENDERING YOUR
OUTDATED IDENTITIES
It is time to update your empowerment style with a fashion that reflects your authentic
self-expression’s new elegance. Changing from the inside out requires you to rewrite your
victim stories into hero journeys. To help you with this, Lost Mother has come to join you.
So, you were a chubby food-loving kid who was bullied in school, and you were bulimic as
a teenager and have struggled to love yourself. That was the old story.
Now your account is that you owned your appreciation of sensuality at a young age and
your compassion for others. Now, as the Strong, Fierce, Erotic, Voluptuously creative
Woman who mothers her world, you know that what other people think of you is none of
your damn business! You now own your curves, and you celebrate every inch of them,
which is why at 43, you have started burlesque classes!
You have now learnt from adversity to love every piece of your SELF and honour your
spiritual and emotional nourishment through intimacy and food. Your journey from a
wounded daughter to an empowered woman is ongoing, imperfect and fabulous! You
don’t abandon your needs nor sell yourself short. In fact, feeling fear is now your siren call
to look for love. YAY YOU!
Or maybe your old story was that you had a monumentally stuffed-up childhood and no
one took good care of you. So you grew up always being the strong one and no one ever
loved you the way you needed and it hurt.
But now, as the Sacred Wise Loving Woman of your world, your story reads like this. You
were a masterful soul who came to this life to end the pattern of not valuing yourself
because worthlessness serves shit.
You already had the capacity to love amazingly, though, and through fabulous
misadventures in just about everything, you have learnt that real love starts and ends with
you. So now you do. You do love you - and first. And you honour your body, listen to your
womb wisdom and rest when you’re tired. You now say No - artfully, and consequently,
your libido has come back on fire! Your capacity to not abandon your needs has
revolutionised your life, especially in your power to receive nurturing. N’est-ce pas! How
about that? Except … that this isn’t always so easy, is it?
To change the way we tell our stories, the way we weave the victim threads of stories into
strong ones takes self-awareness, self-compassion and most often, time. It means we have
to give up the shadow attachments, the ego gratifying kudos and the righteousness that
keeps our world tidy, albeit uncomfortably comfortable and small. To step away from your
old stories and shed your outdated identity means that, for a time, you may feel skinless,
edgeless and undefined.
This is where Lost Mother steps in. Abandonment and Emptiness are always illusions. The
Divine and Sacred Mother is always ready to step up to hold your hand. She is the last
great transition in your MotherQuest journey, and she is here to help you transition.
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Rewrite your victim stories into heroine journeys
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

Spend a lovely hour rewriting your life stories with you as the Hero of your own life.

Grab a beautiful journal and write your life story or stages of your life (baby to
schoolage, first grade to highschool, teenage years, teens to mid twenties etc) from
the perspective of your soul and her empowerment.
Take each situation that once you would have held in shame, denial or sadness and
reframe the story. Rewrite the facts with the wisdom perspective you have now.
What did these difficult times teach you, awaken you to or catalyze. If you can see
you have had repeating patterns of difficulty or pain, rewrite the patterns from a
perspective of resilience and throughness. What did you learn from those repeating
patterns - did you learn how to feel worthless so you now really know how valueable
you are? Did you learn how to be powerless and selfless so you can now really own
your unque expression of power? Own every part of the stories you havent want to
own. Become the author of your empowered life.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY NEW, LIFE STORIES
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MOTHERING YOUR GRIEF
It is time to grieve. It is time to cry.
Time to rip away the fabric of who you were and remove all sorts, notions and beliefs
that lock you into attachment to what could, might, should and was supposed to
have been and then in your rawness keen and then as the tide rocks from tempest
down to rhythmic flow, Awakening Lost Mother reminds you to breathe… And then
keep breathing.
Just like Peace mother shows us the violence and peace that is water. Lost Mother
shows us the watery flowing of loss and grief. It is now time to acknowledge, honour
and make a permanent place in your heart and the stories of your life, the truth of
the losses you carry. It is time to explore the places where we ourselves have known
loss either by something or someone taken from us or who is absent from us.
Lost Mother has come to be with you through your sadness, not to move you along or
to guide you through, because both are unreal distortions of the truth. Grief IS. It can
either be felt or not felt, accepted or not accepted and it varies in our lifetime only in
intensity. Lost Mother is here with you, to help you break the spiritual illusion that you
are unloved, isolated or alone. She is with you to give you faith, and help you hold the
belief that yes, you will not always feel like this. You will get through. To help you
travel her lands Lost Mother brings with her stillness and surrender, she reminds you
once again of your capacity to breathe and brings you inner courage to stay present
with your deepest rawest emotions. Lost Mother holds the raw and jagged, the
crushed and shattered painful places of your mothering heart and because of this,
she holds your greatest tenderness.
Lost Mother is not the loss of our babies into toddlerhood or from dependence into
independence although she holds the grieving of such, those rites of passage belong
to our children themselves. No, Lost Mother is the Sacred Mother matrix within you
who holds your wounded attachments, your etheric tears and your karmic bonds.
She holds our mother’s love, our hopes, our dreams and our wished-for potential. In
her pure centre, Lost Mother is the act of grace that accepts each incremental
change of our children and loved one’s lives. She is the force that allows you to
become awake enough to not only see and feel these shifts but to be broken open to
love by them.
Unconditional Acceptance is her gift and so is the beingness of wholeness.
It is Lost Mother who shows us where our path to wholeness starts. The complete
congruency of body, heart, mind and spirit. Complete vertical alignment of soul.
Spirit in integrity embodied. It is through Lost Mother that our MotherQuest ends,
bringing us to our journey’s end, completely changed and exactly the same.
It is Lost Mother who delivers you home whole and sacred, at last.
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Mothering your Grief

SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

YOUR QUEST TASK
Make the space and time to mother your grief

If Lost Mother has taken you, or a significant loss has swept you into the river of
feelings, then you are in Grief's initiation into Mystery. It may then serve you to
become a mother to your grief. Especially if you find that grief's tsunamis flood you
with tears and swamp you into the boglands of sadness.
Taking the time to be present with your grief daily will help you make space for your
feelings. It could be before your household wakes or after they fall asleep that you
retreat with your journal and a cuddle of tea and you explore the questions and
emotions slicing through your heart. It could be that you create a daily gardening
ritual and amongst the weed pulling, bracken pruning and compost turning, you
find the deep soil of new life and meaning. You might also find a daily beach walk, a
ritual bath soak, or a half an hour pre-dinner headphone session with Hildegard or
Lisa Gerrard (or your favourite grief-feeling music) will give you the self-care and
space to tend your heart. Make room for your grief to reshape the landscape of your
life after loss. Your grief is washing you to a new shore; let her take you there
completely.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
THE WAYS I COULD MAKE TIME TO HONOUR AND MOTHER MY GRIEF
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GOING DEEPER
INTO LOST MOTHER WISDOM
When MotherQuest was arriving I was told that
Death Mother wasn't the mother who held our
losses or grief. At the time, I found this strange and

“Grief is the midwife of your capacity to be
immensely grateful for being born.”
- Stephen Jenkinson

confusing. My father had died suddenly the year
before and the intensity of my bereavement was
only just abating. What mother could hold the
bigness of grief?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Then Lost Mother arrived and made sense of the

Stephen Jenkinson : Die Wise

no sense. The evening I first presented her to my

Megory Anderson : Sacred Dying

birthing circle, at least half of the women said, "I've

Sogyal Rinpoche : The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying

been with her for years". Perhaps you feel the

Stephen Levine : A year to Live

same? Lost Mother is a necessary gateway, one we

Claire Leimbach : The Intimacy of Death & Dying

don't want and yet one we can not travel through

Bronnie Ware : The top five regrets of the dying

a human life without.

Felicity Warner : The Soul Midwives Handbook
Leslene della-Madre : Midwifing Death

Lost Mother's sacred rites deliver you into the

Jeff Wilson : Mourning the unborn dead

unshakable shores of your own meaning-making.
May her waters be swift, and deep and deliver you
quickly with kindness.
With love and understanding,

Lhamo x
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"Anyone who has lost
something they thought
was theirs forever finally
comes to realise that
nothing really belongs to
them."
PAULO COELHO
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